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Sounding Board

Encouraging Participation
A key failing of management today is 
the belief that teams can organize their 
own affairs at the team level, but their 
input in the managerial decisions at 
higher—project or organizational—
levels isn’t required. As such, although 
many managers are happy to trust their 
teams with technological decisions, 
such as picking the best programming 
platform or hardware, they’re hesitant 
to involve them in managerial decisions 
such as negotiating project contracts. 

What does a software development 
team have to do with how their man-
agers negotiate business contracts? A 
common practice in contract negotia-
tion has been for senior management—
through the sales teams—to negotiate 
fixed-bid contracts for IT projects with-
out upfront team consultations. A con-
sequence is that teams become severely 
restricted in their ability to respond 
to inevitable changes in customer re-
quirements during the project and fail 
to manage scope changes effectively, 
which ultimately increases costs and 
drives down profit margins.

Software teams usually find it “de-
motivating to be given ridiculous 
deadlines” by managers who “don’t 
actually have a clue about the techni-

cal challenges associated with them.”1 
Fixing this requires management to 
be aware of such sentiments among 
the software practitioners they man-
age and to encourage participation in 
providing estimates for projects based 
on their technical expertise and expe-
rience. After all, your team actually 
implements the project—who better to 
provide estimates of the time and ef-
fort involved? 

Sponsoring Innovation
Teams look up to senior management 
for the project’s overall guiding vision, 
but they’re capable of the implemen-
tation themselves. After all, if you’ve 
hired the top talent for your company, 
why undermine their ability to come up 
with truly innovative solutions by giv-
ing them templates? A common senti-
ment echoed by software developers to-
day is that “we aren’t code monkeys…
tell us the what, not the how!” 

Facing new challenges and design-
ing innovative solutions is what makes 
work interesting for self-organizing 
teams and drives them to excellence. 
Coming up with business solutions and 
details of the technical implementation 
fosters a strong sense of ownership and 
responsibility among team members. 
Teams are much more likely to take 
ownership of something they came up 

with than a solution that was forced on 
them by management.

I n this age of social media, tools 
such as Facebook, Twitter, and 
Google+ give their users opportu-

nities to network without boundaries, 
express opinions, make an impact, and 
give and receive feedback with global 
reach. However, this empowerment 
might be in direct conflict with a more 
conservative, hierarchical, and old-fash-
ioned organizational culture, giving rise 
to discontent. A revolution in this sense 
could comprise of a loss of the best tal-
ent, which will often gladly move on to 
freer, more open environments.
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Sounding Board

ThE PERIod bETwEEn 2011 and 2012 em-
phatically showcased the power of the peo-
ple. From political upheavals in the Middle 
East to protests against the economic crisis 
in Europe to the Occupy Wall Street move-
ment in the US to the anticorruption protests 
across India, the world witnessed several rev-
olutions against multiple aspects of misgov-
ernment and the undeniable desire of people 
to take matters into their own hands. 

Does management in the software indus-
try await a similar future? We can translate 
two major lessons learned from the upheav-
als in 2011 and 2012 to the software de-
velopment world: the burgeoning desire of 
teams to participate in the management of 
their own affairs and the inability of manag-
ers to adapt their style in this new age. The 
fundamental problem is a widening gap be-
tween these two groups. 

The first step to avoiding (or reconciling) 
this gap in the software development world 
is for senior management to acknowledge 
that teams no longer live—or want to live—
in a world of command and control. More 
importantly, they want to be self-organizing 
and have adaptive, supportive, and collabor-
ative leadership guiding them. 

building a Culture of Trust
With the rise of agile practices, self-orga-
nizing teams are fast becoming the way in 
which software teams want to work. Such 
teams are characterized by self-assignment 
of tasks and collaborative estimation, plan-
ning, and decision making; they also display 
a greater sense of ownership and responsibil-
ity. But self-organizing teams can’t be lead-
erless or uncontrolled—instead, they require 

a hands-free yet still watchful management 
style. Embracing this new age of manage-
ment requires a balancing act between what 
“hands free” should yield and what “watch-
fulness” must monitor.

Self-organizing teams demand informal 
organizational structures, where the bound-
aries of hierarchy don’t prohibit the free flow 
of information and feedback. In other words, 
while it’s fine to have organizational titles 
such as CEO, product manager, or architect, 
the organizational structure itself should be 
informal in practice. At a minimum, senior 
management should make itself directly ac-
cessible to all employees (maintaining an 
open-door policy) and accept both positive 
and negative feedback.

Simply put, starting with an informal 
structure has a cascading effect. It leads to 
openness (marked through constant commu-
nication and feedback), which in turn leads 
to a culture of trust. In such organizations, 
senior management gives workers the free-
dom to voice opinions, raise concerns, seek 
support in resolving those concerns, and 
make collaborative decisions. Several mecha-
nisms enable openness, such as user groups 
and mailing lists within the organization to 
encourage everyone to share and discuss ex-
periences, challenges, and solution strategies. 
Other options include holding regular, one-
on-one meetings to gain an understanding 
of the primary concerns and giving regular 
feedback on performance (instead of annual 
“gotcha” appraisals with little opportunity 
for self-improvement).

Power to the People
Rashina Hoda
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